To become president of Norwich University in Vermont

Norwich is the nation's oldest private military college, with locations in Northfield, Vermont, and in Montpelier and another for cadets in New Hampshire. The university was founded by the same person who founded West Point.

Yu Zheng has also submitted a letter to the election committee challenging Mascaro's assertion that he did not serve the full six months required. It stated that not only did he serve the required six months but he is also eminently qualified for the office of President with his past experiences as the student representative to the faculty senate and a member of Drexel's judicial board.

In an interview to The Triangle, Zheng accused Congress of "inconsistencies in their implementation of amendment X." In particular, Zheng said that, "Amendment 4 [concerning qualifications as a candidate for the office of President] isn't supposed to be implemented until approved by a majority of the student body at the elections next week. Already Congress has set up a procedure."

Presidential candidate

Clinton to visit campus

Andrew Ross

Bill Clinton will be giving his major environmental address in Drexel's Main Auditorium on the morning of April 22. The exact time and security procedures were not available at press time.

"We invited him as governor of Arkansas in September; he agreed back in October," said Dr. James Spita, organizer of the event. "I kept reminding and asking (him to speak at Drexel)."

The speech is part of Drexel's 46th Presidential series. "(This is) an academic event, not a campaign event," said Spita. "I wanted his environmental address to be given at a major technological university."
**NATIONAL CAMPUS NEWS**

**Censorship and sex: administration under fire for canceling film**

**DANVILLE, VA**

NWS

Students and faculty members at Averett College denounced as censorship a decision by school administrators to cancel the showing of a sexually explicit film.

Administrators claim the film, *Henry and June*, which depicts the lives of writers Anais Nin and Henry Miller and contains nudity and homosexual encounters, was inconsistent with the school's mission. A variety is affiliated with the Baptist General Association of Virginia.

**Student drug ring busted**

**NORMAL, IL**

NWS

Three Illinois State University (ISU) students were arrested in a police raid of an off-campus apartment on Feb. 8th for involvement in a drug ring responsible for the distribution of thousands of dollars worth of drugs in recent months on or near the campus. Police seized $18,000 in cash and $5,000 worth of cocaine, marijuana and LSD.

College rappers questioned by secret service

**MINNEAPOLIS**

NWS

Two students from the University of Minnesota and the University of North Florida were arrested in Minneapolis for federal secret service agents after they were suspected of being involved in an attempt to kill President George Bush. The song included the lyrics, "To be all I can be I'll kill the P-R-E-Z." The humorless rap was created by a Christian organization and was shown at the University of North Florida despite protests by the university. The university's mission. Averett is a Christian organization and questioned the relevance of the films to women's history.

About seven members had previous convictions and were shown at the University of North Florida despite protests by the university. The university's mission. Averett is a Christian organization and questioned the relevance of the films to women's history.

**Local Weather**

**Today**

Cloudy with rain and fog. Highs in the mid to upper 50s.

**Extended forecast for Friday through Sunday**

A chance of showers each day. Low temperatures in the low 40s Friday and Saturday and in the mid to upper 40s Sunday. Highs around 50 Friday...in the low 60s Saturday and in the mid 60s Sunday.
Drexel computer deals may be changed

Andrew Ross
News Writer

Drexel's Microcomputer Policy Committee is contemplating using unlicensed software packages from computers purchased from the University. This change would lower the prices of the computers purchased from Drexel, but would add an annual fee of about $30 to $50 to the tuition bill. The latest version of the software would then be freely distributed to Drexel students.

The change would bring Drexel's hardware prices in line with the advertised prices of other schools. However, the money students would spend on the hardware and the software fee would probably be the same as it is now; the software costs would be spread over all students for a five-year period.

The new prices and fee will definitely not be implemented until the year after next, if at all, according to J. Minas of the committee. The major roadblock is the difficulty of the software vendors agreeing to a site license that would allow Drexel to distribute the software. "Some [vendors] are willing, others are resistant," said James Mitchell, also of the committee. Also, Huion and fees have already been set for next fall, so any new fees will have to wait. Minas said that the committee might have a proposal to make before the start of next year's fall term.

The original purpose (of bundling the software) was to prevent pirates from using the latest versions of the software from Drexel's computer labs. "Drexel is potentially [legally] liable over piracy," said Mitchell. However, since licenses from vendors and freely distributing the latest version of software would solve this problem, as well as assuring that every student had access to the latest version, the committee has decided, although putting it on a file server in Koonsman seems to have been ruled out. Minas suggested that the software might be distributed on postcards with disks, with students paying only for the costs of the disk and duplication.

"I welcome comments," added Mitchell. "I think this would make life much easier."

IFA Report

Trash bins, Townwatch, Positions, Judicial Process

The top two topics at the IFA meeting last Monday were trash and townwatch.

Many fraternities are concerned at paying $2-$4 per member per week. Trash bins for each fraternity could add up to $10,000 over one year. IFA will be providing an open dumping for the fraternities to dump furniture, fraternities will be asked to break up the furniture first.

The townwatch chairman, Jeff Rehrig, is considering hiring fraternities to help staff the townwatch. Many fraternity members are in favor of this move, but are opposed to this claim that they can't be fined for a voluntary service.

Jennings was informed of the plan and warned the fraternities that they had until Monday to have a Greek day in the spring as an alternative to paying fines. Jennings was not informed of the plan and warned the fraternities that they did have to do something. Russell Bush, President Bush's thousand point of lights and it is to their best interest to revive townwatch.

The new IFA is considering filling its open positions, rash chair, special events director, special events, fundraising chairman, AVP, public relations, and Triangle representative.

Phi Kappa Sigma's mud volleyball tournament to benefit the Leukemia society of America will be held Saturday, April 25. It will be held on Kelly Hall basketball courts. There is an entry fee of $50 for each team, and there will be prizes for the best and worst dressed team. They are also offering $100 to the team that can raise the most money. Teams must register by 10:00 a.m. mud mixing party. Games begin at 11:00 a.m. and are played in teams of 6.

For more information contact Dave Sharbani at 382-2154.

"Drexel is much easier." said James Mitchell, News Writer.

The actual distribution of the software has not been decided, but it is under consideration.

Jennings is meeting with Dr. Hallum concerning the judicial process. IFA is concerned that the committee is taking away some of the responsibility IFA had concerning fraternity matters. Jennings hopes to bring some judicial power to the IFA.

I'm doing good job, said Jennings. "I have decided not to pursue Amendment 1, Programming Constitution, SAFAC.

"I welcome comments," added Mitchell. "I think this would make life much easier."

I'm doing good job, said Jennings. "I have decided not to pursue Amendment 1, Programming Constitution, SAFAC.

Campus crime report

March 30 to April 15

Drexel security statistics

274 calls for assistance

39 rooms discovered unsecured

310 calls for student escort

Drexel security reports

2 Motor vehicle thefts

Arch bld 33rd and 34th, 31st and Market streets

19 Thefts

Hagerty library (2), Bookstore (2), Physical Education center, 35th street and Powelton, Race bld 33rd and 34th, Ludlow bld 33rd and Johna, Mandell Theater, 31st and Market streets, Ludlow bld 33rd and 34th, Foxfire warehouses, Arch bld 33rd and 33rd

12 Aggravated Thefts

34th and Hamilton streets

1 Robberies

Cherry bld 33rd and 34th, 33rd and Market subway entrance (6)

14 Vandals

Curran Hall, "C" parking lot, 34th and Cherry streets, Commonwealth Hall, 253 N. 34th street, Business (2), General Services Building, 36th street and Arch, Curtis Hall, 3rd and Main streets, Tower dormitories, 33rd and Market streets, 2nd and Market streets, 24th and Berry dormitory

2 Burglary conduct

3437 Lancaster avenue, 34th street

Car Thefts and Vandalism

13 thefts listed above, six were thefts from autos.

Three changes in the funding guidelines of the Student Activities Funding Board will be considered for candidature at the Congress meeting of April 6.

The first change would be making the Congress meeting of April 6 required to have a proposal to make before the start of next year's fall term.

The second change would raise the university is taking some of its open positions, rush chair, special events director, special events, fundraising chairman, AVP, public relations, and Triangle representative.

The actual distribution of the software has not been decided, but it is under consideration.

Jennings is meeting with Dr. Hallum concerning the judicial process. IFA is concerned that the committee is taking away some of the responsibility IFA had concerning fraternity matters. Jennings hopes to bring some judicial power to the IFA.

I'm doing good job, said Jennings. "I have decided not to pursue Amendment 1, Programming Constitution, SAFAC.

Drexel and Moscow U. to feed Russia

John Van Ness
News Writer

Universities in two countries with one goal - fighting hunger. Drexel University and Moscow University are calling their efforts "Global Connections Help Solve Global Issues." Drexel's International Affairs Office and the Office of Special Projects - Community Service Center, in a joint effort, will be collecting canned goods on campus and coordinating other universities and city-wide organizations to do the same. The cans will be picked up at various locations by the Teamsters Union of Philadelphia and trucked to the International Airport where they will be airlifted to Moscow arriving on June 1, International Children's Day.

"Arthur Popov, a Moscow student now studying at Drexel, and Nikolai Kopolov, a post doctoral instructor at Drexel, were instrumental in developing this project," said Assistant Vice President of International Affairs Cheng Van Davis. "I went to [Vice President of Student Life] Dr. Woodring to help ensure that the project would be a success. We saw it as an important people-to-people project so we immediately formed a committee to make the vision a reality."

"By Cooperating, we feel that the project will be a success\n
by recognizing that out-of-state students will. have all money in their student accounts. We expect to see a big upsurge in student interest in the plan and want to encourage all students to make sure all valuables are kept out of plain view, either placed in the glove compartment or locked away in the trunk. Even clothing left on the seat is enough motivation for some burglars to break into your car.
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Honors program trying to increase fellowship success

ADAM BYWICK
News Writer

Hoping to encourage juniors, seniors, and graduate students to participate in fellowship programs such as Rhodes, Fulbright, Truman, and Dunceal, the Drexel University Honors Program will host a workshop on fellowship opportunities later this month to get the word out to interested students.

In addition, the Honors Program now possesses a computerized catalog, open to all Drexel students, containing important information on many of these fellowships.

"A lot of our students are unaware, on the one hand, of opportunities to get support to go to graduate school and, on the other hand, of what's involved in getting a position both to take advantage of those very selective and well-known scholarships and fellowship programs," said Dr. Roger McClain, director of the Honors Program.

"One of my jobs as director is to do what I can to be sure that we have good candidates and our students have good opportunities to compete in some of the most prestigious and well known scholarship and fellowship programs," McClain will lead the workshop, introducing students to fellowship opportunities, information and strategies for searching and applying.

The workshop will also focus on many specific fellowships, including the Truman, Goldwater, and Dunceal programs. The discussion will take place on April 29 at 4:00 p.m., in the Honors Center in 5016 MacAlister Hall.

"I want the students to know how they can put themselves in position both to take advantage of those very selective and competitive opportunities and... so that the doors to graduate school are open," McClain said.

Many of the candidates are running unopposed; the candidates for the offices of student vice president for student life, student speaker of the house, student vice president for academic affairs, student dean of design arts, student dean of business, student dean of co-op, senior class president, senior class vice-president, junior class president, senior class vice-president, pre-junior class president, and sophomore class president.

McCain will lead the workshop, introducing students to fellowship opportunities, information and strategies for searching and applying.

The workshop will also focus on many specific fellowships, including the Truman, Goldwater, and Dunceal programs. The discussion will take place on April 29 at 4:00 p.m., in the Honors Center in 5016 MacAlister Hall.

"I want the students to know how they can put themselves in position both to take advantage of those very selective and competitive opportunities and... so that the doors to graduate school are open," McClain said.

Congress holds elections next week

"A lot of our students are unaware, on the one hand, of opportunities to get support to go to graduate school and, on the other hand, of what's involved in getting a position both to take advantage of those very selective and well-known scholarships and fellowship programs," said Dr. Roger McClain, director of the Honors Program.

"One of my jobs as director is to do what I can to be sure that we have good candidates and our students have good opportunities to compete in some of the most prestigious and well known scholarship and fellowship programs," McClain will lead the workshop, introducing students to fellowship opportunities, information and strategies for searching and applying.

The workshop will also focus on many specific fellowships, including the Truman, Goldwater, and Dunceal programs. The discussion will take place on April 29 at 4:00 p.m., in the Honors Center in 5016 MacAlister Hall.

"I want the students to know how they can put themselves in position both to take advantage of those very selective and competitive opportunities and... so that the doors to graduate school are open," McClain said.

Many of the candidates are running unopposed; the candidates for the offices of student vice president for student life, student speaker of the house, student vice president for academic affairs, student dean of design arts, student dean of business, student dean of co-op, senior class president, senior class vice-president, junior class president, senior class vice-president, pre-junior class president, and sophomore class president.

McCain will lead the workshop, introducing students to fellowship opportunities, information and strategies for searching and applying.

The workshop will also focus on many specific fellowships, including the Truman, Goldwater, and Dunceal programs. The discussion will take place on April 29 at 4:00 p.m., in the Honors Center in 5016 MacAlister Hall.

"I want the students to know how they can put themselves in position both to take advantage of those very selective and competitive opportunities and... so that the doors to graduate school are open," McClain said.
### Attention all members of the Drexel chapter of the National Association of Black Accountants

**ELECTIONS ARE COMING**

**Election Meeting**
- **Date:** Wednesday, May 13, 1992
- **Place:** 3034/35 MacAlister Hall
- **Time:** 1:00 p.m. — 1:30 p.m.

**Nominations and Election Information Meeting**
- **Date:** Wednesday, April 22, 1992
- **Place:** 3034/35 MacAlister Hall
- **Time:** 1:00 p.m. — 1:30 p.m.

For more information call Gerald Jones at 895–2581
The Triangle endorsements

Sean Zheng for President of the Student Body

"As President, I want to establish a true democratic governing body which will promote respect and cooperation among the student organizations on our campus. The new student government will unite the student-run organization though mutual partnership instead of force... I fully support the basic goals of the current Congress, however the methods that the leadership in Congress has used to achieve these goals are often destructive and sometimes unjust." — Sean Zheng, candidate for Congress President.

The candidates for the office of President of the Student Body offer us a clear choice: the status quo or change. Or, at least they will if Zheng is allowed to run. Zheng, however, offers a solid reform platform. We know him well through the help he gives The Triangle every week and can say that he is an open-minded individual with the best of intentions.

Zheng should be on the ballot. The six-month rule that would prevent him from running was put there to insure that the candidates running for President would possess a certain amount of experience. Zheng has more experience than most of the people that qualify.

It has been said before by Student Congress that their constitution is new, and so it is not perfect yet. We agree. Therefore, only the intention of the six-month rule should be used, and not the literal meaning. Zheng is an experienced candidate and should be on the ballot.

Michelle Rogow for Programming President

This is very difficult. While support of anyone in this position only further solidifies Congress’ take-over of SPA, Michelle Rogow is the candidate that we feel will best maintain the high level of quality programming that we have come to expect from SPA.

Amendments

We agree with the first amendment, about eliminating the six-month rule to run for President. All qualified candidates, like Sean Zheng, should have the opportunity to run.

We agree with the third amendment as it stands. Zheng should be on the ballot. The six-month rule that would prevent him from running was put there to insure that the candidates running for President would possess a certain amount of experience. Zheng has more experience than most of the people that qualify.

It has been said before by Student Congress that their constitution is new, and so it is not perfect yet. We agree. Therefore, only the intention of the six-month rule should be used, and not the literal meaning. Zheng is an experienced candidate and should be on the ballot.

Triangular voting to a neutral area

One of the main complaints about Congress is the large Greek representation. Even with this, the elections committee has decided to put a voting booth in a fraternity house. Isn’t that like putting it in a political party’s headquarters?

We strongly encourage that the booth be moved to a residence hall or other neutral territory where all students can have access without any fear of intimidation.

Streamline Congress instead of expand

Congress’ new constitution created more positions, but if there weren’t enough interesting individuals in the first place, why create more positions? So more people can be appointed? Who decides who fills Congress then? Unfortunately, not the student body.

• Good communication skills can be very useful

Editor:

I’m really getting tired of hearing about all the problems between various student and student organizations. I just need to make one observation about the whole situation. It seems as though all the parties involved are not talking to each other but at each other.

Let me explain. Each organization has its own specific wants and needs. No one will be satisfied unless they get what they want. I understand that there are certain principles behind each need. Student Congress is determined to be involved in activities going on at Drexel, despite opposition from student organizations. But, no one is progressing by arguing about who is wrong and right. What is desperately needed here is communication to form some type of working compromise.

This simple skill has so many other applications in other aspects of life, such as your personal lives, work and ultimately government and world relations.

College is a place where you can learn this skill and hopefully take it into the world. It is a delicate skill that needs practice. Hopefully everyone will at least practice and try this. You may be surprised what happens.

Jennifer Wong

Psychology ’95

Ed-Op Policy

The Editorial & Opinion pages are intended to be a forum for all members of the Drexel Community to express their opinions on issues related to the University, Philadelphia and the world at large.

The Triangle welcomes letters to the Editor and guest columns as an opportunity to better express the views of the University.

All submissions will be considered, but the Editor reserves the right to edit for clarity, grammar, and length. Submissions could be turned in as Macintosh word processing files.

Letters and columns express only the views of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of The Triangle or Drexel University.

All submissions will be considered, but The Triangle reserves the right to edit for clarity, grammar, and length. Submissions could be turned in as Macintosh word processing files.

Letters and columns express only the views of the author and do not necessarily reflect the view of The Triangle or Drexel University.

All submissions will be considered, but The Triangle reserves the right to edit for clarity, grammar, and length. Submissions could be turned in as Macintosh word processing files.

Letters and columns express only the views of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of The Triangle or Drexel University.

All submissions will be considered, but The Triangle reserves the right to edit for clarity, grammar, and length. Submissions could be turned in as Macintosh word processing files.

Letters and columns express only the views of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of The Triangle or Drexel University.

All submissions will be considered, but The Triangle reserves the right to edit for clarity, grammar, and length. Submissions could be turned in as Macintosh word processing files.

Letters and columns express only the views of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of The Triangle or Drexel University.

All submissions will be considered, but The Triangle reserves the right to edit for clarity, grammar, and length. Submissions could be turned in as Macintosh word processing files.
Prove that Drexel is not an apathetic institution during Earth Month, 1992

April is the month of the environment. Earth Day is coming up and Drexel is celebrating the advent of environmental awareness. The Four E program consists of issues concerning the Environment, Energy, Ecology and Economics andGuest Column

Christopher J. Salice

aimed at raising awareness here on Drexel's campus with the hope of inducing a domino effect. So far the Four E program has been an enormous success in many regards. Dr. Kathleen Hadley, a movement organizer and extraordinary woman who were instrumental in the Love Canal incident.

Love Canal is a toxic waste site in Niagara Falls, NY that didn't start experiencing occurrences of strange diseases in their children. The amount of people affected was incomparable high (50-75%) and the birth defects rate was as high as 56%. The residents were housed in the area, that the law deemed it safe to take action.

Among those few affected was Lois Gibbs, a housewife in the neighborhood. Helped by her sister, Kathleen, a movement was started to address this problem. With the help of scientists and a number of residents and family members, the activists provided strong evidence in support of their conviction that the chemical leaks from the old dump site were slowly killing their families. The government was more than hesitant. After years of diligent fighting, however, the government decided to sue the former Carter administration, finally evicting the residents. This is a landmark episode in the environmental movement from which many lessons can be learned. These were very ordinary people who were faced with a situation that was threatening their health and the health of their children. They fought hard and won. I think that there is a right in each one of us and often unfortunately it usually takes a catastrophe to make us realize it.

This does not have to be the case. I'm not saying that we have to be rebels — that's not for everyone — but I do think that we must educate ourselves and be willing to do our share. There are a mountain of environmental problems facing the world today. So many, in fact, that we are practically sick of thinking about them. I think that what we've seen so much of it that in many cases we just accept it. Yes, problems exist, but are we really doing anything about it? Compounding the dilemma is the fact that people might know of certain situations, but they do not understand them.

This is where the Four E program comes in. The program was developed by people, who are educated and aware of many of the problems facing society and way of life. The purpose is to pressure Drexel with the unique opportunity to get to a first hand glimpse of what these problems are and how they can be avoided. Many of these problems are all about from people who are some of the top experts in the world. As I've said, so far these programs have been an enormous success except for one thing — lack of campus participation.

There is a somewhat apathetic attitude at Drexel. This tru- th could be attributable to a lack of awareness or a lack of commitment. Many people think that they should really start attending these functions. The education and enrichment directors receive from attendance of these programs far outweighs 99% of anything you'll be doing in class.

Moreover, this is an especially good time to get involved because of the upcoming elections. We have the privilege to influence our candidate and if everyone were educated about issues and voted accordingly, the country would be much better off. Now is the time to be active. And what's amazing about this whole idea of involvement is that it is very easy and affordable. From family units that can afford only a few chemical fertilizers to students recycling, everyone can make a difference.

One can start by attending a panel discussion, for example. Merri Marten, the speaker is from here today. One of the experts is the same person who wrote the book. Mr. David F. Eisner, the president of the Four E's program. I think that there is a need for the caliber of speakers like Mr. Eisner and that the students should do their homework before attending these functions. I am sure you will enjoy his presentation.

But such a "sky is falling" concern over concern may also be somewhat overplayed; where would students — including Student Congress — get news important to them? The Triangle became a journalistic Galahad.

I really doubt Student Congress would disadvantage themselves and their fellow students by turning The Triangle from what it is today into "happy happy joy joy" public relations. They won't do it; not by one editorial, not by one page-one raps. We already have a Drexel public mouthpiece for the school: The Great Court Courier. The Courier is a slickly produced piece of favoritism journalism. Most of its stories, sidebars and blurbs promote good is good is news about the school — for someone — or a few dozen; gone is the "just do it" campaign.

Abortion rights should be each woman's own choice

I'm sorry, Joe Pro-Life, but I just don't understand your argument.

I have listened to both sides. Of my friends, one is stubbornly Pro-Life, and another is steadily Pro-Choice.

My friend replied, "It's her body. It's the child's body."

But, I asked myself as I pondered my friend's statement, where is this child's potential body? It is, indeed, inside of her, but we can't get the baby in touch with the mother, just like you can't remove a peach pit without disturbing the fruit.

Besides that, abortion is discussed in various other matters of choice. Some deny that prohibiting abortion will result in any increased illegal and unsafe abortions, even in suicides. On the other hand some believe that if a person wants something that is prohibited, the simple illegality will only make one see from censuring the crime.

What confuses me more is the following: Pro-Life begs for, well, life. Correct? Most of the advocates are conservative. Can somebody please explain to me why they are so violent? Why do they throw their children and themselves in front of cars that are entering abortion clinics? Why do they bomb said buildings? Why are they creating a gulag? It's the child's body."

Drexel needs an unbiased voice

It seems we here at The Triangle can actually thank Student Congress for something. All this controversy and gutter-sniping over the right to audit non-funded student organization.

Rivers of Suggestion

Adam Bluywess

— a plan that would place financial and, in effect, editorial control of The Triangle in the hands of student government — has apparently interested student's interest in this issue and, therefore, their interest in and readership of the paper. Thanks, J.P. Ya done good.

Most of us on the staff agree that the Four E program means to them, or to the rest of Student Congress is unfair and in my opinion the Four E program should be in charge of the Triangle.

We also give students (and faculty) other Cyclone issues that they won't get in the Courier. Interviews with society icons like Lorne Michaels and Walter Cronkite. The best-kept entertainment section also published less frequently); sports coverage, regardless of Computer Mascot. More sports coverage. Features covering such topics as the Centennial and the environment. And, of course, there's the " Just Do It."

We also give students (and faculty) other Cyclone issues that they won't get in the Courier. Interviews with society icons like Lorne Michaels and Walter Cronkite. The best-kept entertainment section also published less frequently); sports coverage, regardless of Computer Mascot. More sports coverage. Features covering such topics as the Centennial and the environment. And, of course, there's the " Just Do It."
Exiled columnist examines Student Congress

Yes, I know I'm no longer a student here, and yes, I know that the whole Student Congress issue has probably been over-

Columnist
In Exile
Matt Appleton

worked to death here in the odd pages. But, when I arrived here this past weekend to visit my friends, I was filled in on the events of the last few weeks. As someone who did love this school at one time, I feel I just need to get in my two cents worth.

First of all, as a former SPA member, I was deeply saddened by Student Congress' militant takeover of the organization. While the organization may never have lived up to what some people expected of it, I think it did a wonderful job considering the lack of people in the organization and what was being asked of it. I also feel that just one person (a student government official at that) can't do the job of SPA — it was hard enough for a small group of caring individuals.

What SPA members should really do is drop everything as soon as possible and get Student Congress up and running on their collective face (although I must admit that I lived when I heard that SPA refused to charge for a recent show called Friday Night Flicks). If their work is going to be taken over completely anyway, then why bother continuing to do it when someone else is going to take all the credit?

The recent actions of Student Congress are not only unreasonable but also enough that everyone should vote the books out in the next student election. First, they don't have the right to pass amendments (such as the one they used to take over SPA) to their constitution without the approval of the student body.

Second, they have a lot of gall thinking they should be allowed to audit any student organization, even if that organization needs no funding. In what I consider the prime example, the actions of Mascaro typify how out of touch Student Congress is. He believes that only people who have served the Student Congress can run for president. If the President of the United States suggested such bovine fiscal excrement, he would probably be impeached immediately due to an obvious cessation of brain function. Anyone who is sincere enough should be allowed to run. That's real life in the world outside Drexel and that's the way it should be at Drexel.

Now is the time for all Drexel students to start standing up for what's right. I applaud whatever sent the used tampon to Mascaro. I also applaud the more guts that any weasel in Student Congress who was behind SPA takeover. If I write this, I haven't sent in my soiled underwear yet, but I can assure you they will get them before I left my visit to Drexel.

I sincerely hope that more students who care about real democracy and due process will step up to the plate and try to prevent SPA takeover, but also come out and vote for those who really care.

As I think I have made abundantly clear, the recent actions of Student Congress deeply trouble me. I see STUDENT on page 9

"A MASTERPIECE AND A TRIUMPH!"
"THE BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR."
Patrick Swany is brilliant, as are Om Puri and Pauline Collins. The brilliant direction of Roland Joffe reminds one of David Lean at his finest.

"THE FIRST MUST SEE FILM OF 1992!"
"A soaring tribute to the human spirit."

Tuesday April 21 & Wednesday April 22
Student Congress Elections

April 21 - voting is 11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. in the Korman Center and the Main building. 5:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. in Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity.

April 22 - voting is 11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. in the Korman Center and the Main Building. 5:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. in a dormitory to be announced.

Columnist tired of 'shaft' excuses

If you don't like life at Drexel, take my advice: transfer! Either that or do something about it, no matter how minute and groaning.

Guest Column

Dave Collins

If you have problems, believe it or not there is someone at Drexel to help. Drexel has a reputation as one of the best engineering schools on the east coast. It also has a long and inescapable reputation of being a school that doesn't care about its students. This is one of the reasons why many alumni do not give to the school. The truth is Drexel does care. However, the school has long had the problem of not projecting the attitude of caring for its students. Sadly, most students never get to know the school and its administration. If they did, they would know that Drexel would bend over backwards for them. Some have found this out but only after they had academic or financial problems. Students have much of the control over what happens at Drexel. For example, if you are concerned about the food in the Cafeteria, then go to Dr. Schneider's office and tell him you would like to have some input into the choice of the next food service company. The administration wants to know what students think.

Sure there are problems here, but there are problems everywhere; that's life. As Drexel's fast paced quarter system combined with the don't care attitude of the student body, school is the imposition of a night schedule, of an impossible heavy reading program, and the assignments of problems which are likely to be too difficult for the student to solve. Whether these techniques are deliberate or not, they serve effectively to remind the student that he is not as smart or capable as he may think he is. If he should be, and therefore, that there are still things to be learned.

It's not to enjoying life at Drexel is involvement. You only get out what you put in. Join the professional societies or fraternities and sororities of your choice. The secret to enjoying life at Drexel is involvement. You only get out what you put in. Join the professional society for your major. There is one for just about every major. You'll meet other students and professors. Many of them will know how to solve the problems that you will have from time to time. Many of these societies also have social functions. I know I met several people at the ASCE socials. After talking to them, I decided to take elective courses I would not ordinarily have taken. In addition, you may be able to gain names of contacts in the industry which can help you in your search for a job after graduation.

Join one of the many organizations on campus. Just about every interest area is covered by them. If you like doing community work, check out A Phi O and Gamma Sig. If the fraternity and sorority together do a wide variety of service on the campus and in the community. I'm working in the Powelton Garden to running the Blood Drives. If you want to know what's going on around campus just look up and see a Alumni chapters get to read "Beaver Boy" before anyone else.

Monday April 20
Meet The Candidates

April 20 - Meet the candidates in the Creese Student Center from 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
A take on abortion from the ‘Pro-life’ camp

With the “glorious” march for choice in Washington, D.C. and the impending Supreme Court decision on abortion, America has been forced to look at this issue. The advocates for choice,

Guest Column

Chris Hatch

and their mythical self-proclaimed 90% majority, persistently argue that the whole question of abortion comes down to the issue of women’s rights. Continually, abortion is linked to the issue of feminism. And the advocates for life are stereotyped by their opponents as hostile, religious fanatics who care nothing at all for pregnant women, and feminism. Or at least that’s how it seems to me.

But stereotypes are often times misleading. The pro-life viewpoint includes a great deal of compassion for the woman involved.

Consider the questions involved when a woman does become pregnant. Often times, the question becomes “What will my parents think of me?” or “What will my friends and those in my community think?” or “How will I be able to afford this pregnancy?” And this idea is supported by the parental desire to avoid gossip and possible shame to the unmarriageable family name or the poverty stricken condition of the mother. The woman has lost support from everywhere, so she is determined to end the suffering as quickly as possible. Turning towards a Planned Parenthood or other family planning organizations, she begins to look for hope. And in those organizations, hope lies where it is most quickly and cheaply gained—through abortion.

Was she really given the right to choose the pro-choice people would like us to believe? I don’t believe so. The problem lies in these family planning organizations who are unwilling to offer her a long term hope. Crisis Pregnancy Centers are the pro-life version of the abortion clinic. In these clinics, they attempt to encourage the woman to keep her baby for the full nine month term. Yet, she is not simply passed on the back and shown to the door with a smile so that she would need it. Support and assistance are both given throughout the pregnancy and after. Prenatal care, baby clothes, and even food are given to those who would need it. Adoption is always an option should the mother decide that she will be unable to be a parent to her child.

Even if the fetus is considered to be a non-living entity, abortion, in light of such support, seems somewhat rash. Consider a typical cancer patient. If such a patient knew that he or she could be cured nine months later with no surgery, it makes sense for the cancer patient to wait. Those in favor of choice occasionally portray the fetus as a cancer invading the mother’s womb. But this instance doesn’t play by the same set of rules as the previous example. Even on these terms, abortion makes little sense.

Ultimately, it is to the selfish desires of the mother that the aborted fetus is sacrificed. But what does such a choice entail? Psychiatrists and psychologists are seeing an upsurge in patients needing counseling in dealing with their experiences due to abortion. These would-be mothers are plagued with images of their aborted child and questions of who that child might have been. And the advocates for a “safe and legal abortion” have not received that for which they had fought. The “safe and legal abortion” is the greatest myth of modern man. Those in favor of choice live in a dream world where every woman who consents to abortion suffers no medical problem and her life is “coming up roses.” But reality isn’t very pretty much of the time. Women still die from abortions, women still have illnesses and injuries resulting from abortion, and women still suffer psychological trauma from abortion.

The pro-choice opinion would have us believe that this is actually the right all women deserve, and all girls as well.

What kind of mother is one who is not? The unborn child is sacrificed to the selfish pride and numbed feelings of a country.

Michael Knot of the band Life Savers Underground writes “We throw off all the shackles, then we wear the chains—Shaded Pain.” And so in hopes of liberating our oppressed women, the hope of freedom is looked at with a sense of urgency. But that hope comes in the philosophy for choice. The shackles of oppression are attempted to be thrown away, and maybe they are. But the chains of that choice enslave women as much as the shackles once did. Our consciences were whisked away as we are tricked into accepting this hell wearing the mask of freedom.

Get financial aid when you need it most. After you graduate.

Life doesn’t suddenly become easy when you get out of college. There are the challenges of earning a living, getting settled in a new apartment and doing it all within your budget.

So to help you out, we put together the AT&T Moving Ahead Program.

When you sign up, we’ll send you a $5 AT&T Long Distance Certificate worth $35 in” safe and legal abortion calls to the AT&T Reach Out-America Calling Plan.

Ever our Moving Ahead newsletter can help. Besides being full of Hope things like managing your money and job hunting, it includes chances to save on the latest clothes, your favorite CDs and more. 

Just call 1-800-662-2610, Ext. 5835 to join the AT&T Moving Ahead Program. We offer a little extra help after school.

AT&T
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Listen up! The weasel screeches tonight

‘My Brain Hurts’ is Screeching Weasel’s followup to ‘BoogadaBoogadaBoogada’

There is a little known genre of music that makes few historical and serious musicians refuse to acknowledge but is well loved by garage bands, grunge bands, people who remember the spirit of mid-70s punk, and those who haven’t forgotten that pure rock and roll and power pop was created for one purpose — to have fun. This highly sacred style of music is what is lovingly referred to by those who know it as ’stupid rock.’

But what exactly is ’stupid rock?’ Simply put, it’s mind-numbing at its best. It’s a non-stop attack of guitars and drums. It’s songs that barely clock in at two minutes and albums with fifteen songs that barely total half an hour. It’s half screamed/half songs that barely total half an hour. It’s music created using redeeming moral value or social impact. It’s music created using a garish commercialism that barely registers.

Some of the classics of the ’stupid rock’ genre that developed in the early 70s include early works by the Ramones, such as ’Beat on the Brat,’ ’Sheena Is A Punk Rocker,’ ’Poisson,’ ’Rockaway Beach,’ and ’Carbona Nes Gla.’ Other bands in the stupid rock category include the Dictators, the Dickies, Elvis Hitler, the Cramps, Motorhead, and the Ramen, just to list a few. Basically, if you can’t understand the lyrics and they pass you by too quickly to decipher them, it usually qualifies as stupid rock. It must be stressed here that stupid metal does not qualify as stupid rock. Most stupid metal is just stupid enough that a history teacher rejects it. On to the matter at hand — a relatively new entry into the stupid rock category — those very own Screeching Weasel.

In the beginning (well, 1989), there was the Weasel. It was the moment. During this time, there was a good a Weasel. And the Weasel said ’BoogadaBoogadaBoogada’!

Screeching Weasel is a five dunk band hauling out the current trend of stupid punk. The band released a self-titled debut, Screeching Weasel, to very little notice. It was packed full of steri, loud songs, many of which were for radio airplay. It wasn’t until 1990, with the release of their masterpiece BoogadaBoogadaBoogada (catty title, eh?) on Roadkill Records that college radio DJs started taking an interest in the stupid punk sound out, smelled the hops, and took notice (OK, so maybe I’m biased, but I remember a lot of people, including myself, playing it on repeat on KDUP). The album contained songs such as ’Love’ (’Well, love is for assholes/love is for assholes/true/And I don’t wanna be in love with you/I don’t wanna be in love with you’), ’I Wanna Be Naked,’ ’Supermarket Fanstasy,’ and a lovely ode to Madonna and Sandra Bernhard — ’Stupid Over You.’ With lyrics like ’Sandra, I don’t know how you always do/To the world of standard/Kneel to the man/’ You can sing on your stool/’ ’Screeching Weasel established themselves as a direct opposite to the now highly popular punk rock genre.

Now, after a long, three-year wait, Screeching Weasel has finally released another full-length album — My Brain Hurts, on Lookout Records. And the label isn’t the only thing that has been going on with the band. On a more positive note, Etheridge manages to take chances and change a formula that has been successful, even if the changes don’t work. On a more positive note, Etheridge manages to take chances and change a formula that has been successful, even if the changes don’t work. On a more positive note, Etheridge manages to take chances and change a formula that has been successful, even if the changes don’t work.

Never Enough proves not to be enough

Etheridge’s latest release is weak

JOHN VAN NISSE
SPORTS WRITER

After listening to Melissa Etheridge’s latest release, Never Enough, for the first time, the initial shock wore off after hearing “I’m The Man.” Since this time, many a metal band has jumped on the ’punk-n-metal’ rap bandwagon — to the point where it has almost become a genre in and of itself. But with the exception of Ice-T’s Body Count and Terminator X’s collaboration with Anthrax on last year’s cover of P.E.’s “Bring The Noise,” virtually no rap artists have ventured into this form of music.

Know Three Chords and Grime Musicaly

STEV-E BÓJÁNDIWSKI

Rapper Ice T, however, has changed that with his new album Body Count. Ice T invented the band on last year’s Lollapalooza Tour. These shows, plus a recent club tour, have caused a quite a buzz throughout the music scene. The release of the band’s album has been greatly anticipated for months. But for all the hype the live shows may have created, Body Count is a rather disappointing disc. Ice T may have tried to break new ground, but he really failed and sold a few.

The title track is typical of most of the disc — a repetitive, heavy riff coupled with harsh, urban lyrics. “You know what you’d do if I hit you with the gun so you’d shoot your kid in the backyard... I shot it every night...” And this is the only song, with harsh, urban lyrics, that the band has released.

Other songs worth listening to include “The Getaway Goin’,” a tender ballad which features Etheridge’s husky voice and a string section, “Let’s Do It,” a slower song that shows a softer side of Etheridge, and “You,” which is like “Similar Features,” from her self-titled debut effort.

Never Enough does not come across with the same impact that Etheridge’s previous releases had, but it does take Etheridge beyond artistic boundaries. Although she has tried to diverse, there is nothing more, credit should be given for having courage to take such a risk and change a formula that has been successful, even if the changes don’t work.

Never Enough
Melissa Etheridge
Island Records, 1992

Rating:.......

Body Count disc deserves a body bag

Back in 1987, the band Anthrax invented the heavy metal rap hybrid with the song “I’m The Man.” Since this time, many a metal band has jumped on the ’punk-n-metal’ rap bandwagon — to the point where it has almost become a genre in and of itself. But with the exception of the aforementioned “Guest List,” “Don’t Turn Out The Lights,” and “I Wanna Be With You Tonight,” Etheridge could have done on this song would be to rap. “You Must Be Crazy For Me” is a hip-hop beat falls flat on its face. The song “You Must Be Crazy For Me” is the shallowest song on the album.

The initial shock wore off after hearing “I’m The Man.” Since this time, many a metal band has jumped on the ’punk-n-metal’ rap bandwagon — to the point where it has almost become a genre in and of itself. But with the exception of Ice-T’s Body Count and Terminator X’s collaboration with Anthrax on last year’s cover of P.E.’s “Bring The Noise,” virtually no rap artists have ventured into this form of music.

Although all the tracks on My Brain Hurts are almost perfect, there are a few standouts the aforementioned “Guest List,” “Don’t Turn Out The Lights,” and “You Must Be Crazy For Me.” Etheridge could have done on this song would be to rap. “You Must Be Crazy For Me” is the shallowest song on the album.

The initial shock wore off after hearing “I’m The Man.” Since this time, many a metal band has jumped on the ’punk-n-metal’ rap bandwagon — to the point where it has almost become a genre in and of itself. But with the exception of Ice-T’s Body Count and Terminator X’s collaboration with Anthrax on last year’s cover of P.E.’s “Bring The Noise,” virtually no rap artists have ventured into this form of music.

The initial shock wore off after hearing “I’m The Man.” Since this time, many a metal band has jumped on the ’punk-n-metal’ rap bandwagon — to the point where it has almost become a genre in and of itself. But with the exception of Ice-T’s Body Count and Terminator X’s collaboration with Anthrax on last year’s cover of P.E.’s “Bring The Noise,” virtually no rap artists have ventured into this form of music.

The initial shock wore off after hearing “I’m The Man.” Since this time, many a metal band has jumped on the ’punk-n-metal’ rap bandwagon — to the point where it has almost become a genre in and of itself. But with the exception of Ice-T’s Body Count and Terminator X’s collaboration with Anthrax on last year’s cover of P.E.’s “Bring The Noise,” virtually no rap artists have ventured into this form of music.

The initial shock wore off after hearing “I’m The Man.” Since this time, many a metal band has jumped on the ’punk-n-metal’ rap bandwagon — to the point where it has almost become a genre in and of itself. But with the exception of Ice-T’s Body Count and Terminator X’s collaboration with Anthrax on last year’s cover of P.E.’s “Bring The Noise,” virtually no rap artists have ventured into this form of music.

The initial shock wore off after hearing “I’m The Man.” Since this time, many a metal band has jumped on the ’punk-n-metal’ rap bandwagon — to the point where it has almost become a genre in and of itself. But with the exception of Ice-T’s Body Count and Terminator X’s collaboration with Anthrax on last year’s cover of P.E.’s “Bring The Noise,” virtually no rap artists have ventured into this form of music.
New "splatter rock" from the Accused

CHAIR GORI
Entrepreneur-Writer

Since I first heard the Accused in 1987, I have been calling them a "splatter rock" band. Their 1987 album, which was their second, More Fun Than an Open Casket Funeral, and even featured a song called "Splatter Rock." They are described as such because of the last beats, the low, crunchy bass, the clearly distorted guitar, and especially their "vomit vocals.

Their fifth full-length release, Splatter Rock, their second full-length album on the Nostalgia record label, gives us more of the same loud, unintelligible music that our parents wish never existed. The main difference, which depresses me a bit, is that the lead singer, Blake, who usually splits his vocals between a high pitched demands of style, and a low growl, uses his low voice only once or twice. Splatter Rock follows Straight Flan, which was an even stronger EP, Grimling Like an Under-taker (1988), Rockhead's Maddest Stories Ever Told (1989), More Fun Than an Open Casket Funeral, and Return of Martha Splatterhead (1986).

Martha Splatterhead is the mascot of the Accused. She is a homicidal whore who is the subject of some of their songs. On "She's Back," Blake lets us know that she's "Jamming her hand on the Death Switch..." and "Putting out your tongue...And digging it down your throat." Most of the lyrics featured on their albums read like horror stories. In "Living/ Dying, Living (in a Zombie World)," he sings, "Unknown to me 15 corpses have been stomped up the stairs/ the door is dead are advancing patching forward..."

On every album except for the first, they do not license cover songs. In Splatter Rock, the song "Green Eyed Lady" by Sugarloaf. The band usually changes songs around to adapt to their style, so be warned. Sometimes, it results in an improvement. They have also done "I'd Love to Change the World," possibly because it's their third or fourth (but who's counting?), and fit well in. Guitarist Bobby's "Don't Kick it out as many wah-wah filled leads as before, and Alex doesn't have as many solo bass spots as he did on previous albums. Blaine ends each line with a signature mini-scream. The lyrics are included with the tape, which almost helps since his voice is hard to follow.

The Accused are a strong Seattle band with a dedicated following, though Splatter Rock isn't one of their best releases. Try More Fun Than an Open Casket Funeral or Martha Splatterhead's Maddest Stories Ever Told for better Accused material. Then try Splatter Rock. Chag, we need your column titles! Thanks.

Splatter Rock
The Accused
Nostalgia Records, 1992
Blaine: Vocals
Tommy: Guitars
Alex Base
Devin Drums
Rating: ▲▲▲

Drexel Players present the musical "A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum"

TRIANGLE ENTERTAINMENT DRESS

"Pantaloons and tunics, courtesans and eunuchs, funerals and chases, baritones and basses, pantomimes, phantoms, surprises, mistakes, fakes, rhymes, minstrels..." and much more are in store for you as you sit in the audience one week (tom now on opening night of "A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum.

Sondheim’s hilarious musical comedy will be presented by the Drexel Players in Mandell Theater, and the cast and crew are busy at work. Last weekend, the set was up, and Wednesday (the 15th) the box office officially opened. But let's fast forward back to opening night.

It’s a typical day in ancient Rome. Hero (Bill Lannoye) sees the beautiful virgin Philia (Nancy Hannon) and falls instantly in love. His parents (Linda Dusdug and Bob Lanzo) leave town. The family slaves (Will Walker and Torn Balderson) are left in charge. Hero promises Penolusus (Tom) his freedom if he can win the fair Philia for him. They visit the house of Marcus Autolycus (Eric Soffie) and discover she has been sold to a captain (Joe Ruukowski). Then the real action begins. Whenever someone new asks a question, someone’s life gets turned around, and the result is utter chaos.

All the craziness mentioned above occurs sometime in the play. It’s funny, fast, and outrageous; everyone’s supposed to enjoy it. Other characters include: Erronious (Basil Harris), Proteans (Keith Ogier), Cassius (Basil Harris), and friends von Lutken) and Courtesans (Billie Jo Calnan, Daphne Stewart, and Daphne Stewart, also unsatisfied with their relationship, takes up with an older guy. How she should have done so. It has been suggested that she was killed off at the end of the early days of New Wave. La Salamandra is about two young writers — one who relies on intuition, the other who relies on facts — who patch together a television script around a purported murder attempt by a young working woman who doesn’t get along too well with the world. Ogier plays the spacey, kindly delectable heroine in a magnificent performance. Not on up.

Drexel Players present the musical "A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum"

A FINAL MUSICAL WITH PATRICK SWAYZE

"Hearts of Darkness"...directed by Scour Von Lutcken. The play is directed by Adelle Gonsalves, and Olga Frumkin is the Assistant Director. The Triangle • April 17, 1992 • 11

\"A MASTERPIECE AND A TRIUMPH!\"

\"THE BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR!\"

\"PATTY SWAYZE RISES TO NEW HEIGHTS.\"

\"A SPRAWLING HEARTFELT EPIC.\"

PATRICK SWAYZE

"City of Joy" is a new film from Roland Joffe, the director of The Mission and The Killing Fields. This new film stars Patrick Swayze, Pauline Collins, and Shabana Azmi. It's set for release April 17. The Triangle has copies of the novel, City of Joy, by Dominique Lapierre, and movie posters to give away. City of Joy is a new film from Roland Joffe, the director of The Mission and The Killing Fields. This new film stars Patrick Swayze, Pauline Collins, and Shabana Azmi. It's set for release April 17. The Triangle has copies of the novel, City of Joy, by Dominique Lapierre, and movie posters to give away.

This week's question concerns Patrick Swayze: In what 1990 film did Swayze play a burner at a backwoods bar and mutter the immortal line "It's my way or the highway?"

Drop off your answers and pick up the novels and posters at the usual place: The Triangle offices, 3010 MacAlister Hall. First come, first serve.

Notice something new this week?

Starting with this issue, irregular Triangle Entertainment writers will have column titles on their articles. It's just a way of giving some special recognition to the writers. (As if they didn't need it.)

(Note to writers — if you haven’t submitted a column title, please do so. Thanks!)
"Stupid rock" is the matter at hand on Screeching Weasel’s latest platter

Continued from page 10

I just know your name but still just the same I see you in my dreams at night I see you in my food when I eat I see your pretty mug I think that I’m in love if you kissed me I would blow up If you kissed me you would throw up I’m sure you’ve got a boyfriend and he’s probably a lawyer or something I try to say don’t walk away from me in this condition cause I wanna be with you tonight I can’t move so the other side of the room and you’re ignoring me You must think I’m gay or something because I can’t find a way to ask you out and I’m trying I’m trying I’m trying...

Stupid rock is an acquired taste. Most people will not like paying $10.99 for 30 minutes of music. You may not like that the songs do not have deep meanings. And if you want the honest truth, many of the songs sound the same. However, if you dig the sound of early Ramones and the like, or even if you just like a fast heavy sound, then give Screeching Weasel’s My Brain Hurts a try. Although it’s not a masterpiece like the first Ramones’ album, or even Weasel’s BoogadaBoogadaBoogada, it’s a good textbook for Stupid Rock 101.

Anita realizes that maybe she likes this album a bit too much, and that most readers won’t understand her rantings and ravings. She apologizes profusely, and suggests you pick up the new Ramones disc, Loco Live, to get an introduction to what she wrote about.

My Brain Hurts
Screeching Weasel
Lookout Records, 1992
14 tracks, 30’08”
Singing — Ben Weasel
Drumming — Danny
Guitar — Jughead
Bass — Dave Naked
Guitar and Backup Vocals — Danny
Vapor
Produced by Andy Ernst and Lawrence
Livermore
Rating: ....................

MUSICIANS HANDBOOK '92
Take the First Step to Getting Signed....

CONTACT:
Major Record Labels, Publishers,
Clubs, Promoters, Managers, Studios,
Distributors, Nationwide
Send $15.00 (check or money order) to:
A & R RECORD GUIDE
P.O. Box 946
Los Angeles, CA 90009

The Jeffrey A. Miller Catering needs
-waiters, waitresses-
for creative, upscale company
will train
call:
JEANETTE SOLTERO @ 662-3700
Body Count: a rapper and some musicians who got together and tried to sound like a metal band

Continued from page 10

BeatMaster V, who sounds like Ice T, took up the drums just so he could join the band. Guitarist Ernie C is the only real standout, but I'm sure that there's a couple thousand sixteen-year-olds in Levittown alone that could do equally well, if not better.

The songs on Body Count should work, but they don't. Not that the band hasn't tried; they did. But the sonic intensity that marks both thrash metal and hardcore rap, which made the mix of the two so exciting, is missing. Body Count really doesn't sound like a metal band. It sounds like a rapper and some musicians who got together and tried to sound like a metal band.

The lackluster production from Ice T and Ernie C certainly doesn't help. Ice T might have been more successful if he had stayed more in the rap direction rather than trying to force a sound out of a band.

Somewhere out there is a band that has found the perfect fusion of rap and metal. Living Colour and Urban Dance Squad come close. The Beastie Boys are almost there. The Anthrax and Public Enemy collaboration practically nailed it.

But Body Count isn't it.

Lately, Steve has been fascinated by aerosol cheese in a can. Pop Rocks, Cup of Noodles, and Spam.

P.S. Don't I give the best blurbs?

Body Count
Sire Records, 1992
18 tracks, 53:11
Rating: ..........AA

Attention Seniors:
There are 950 people in the class of 1992. We only have 575 Senior Activity Forms. If you would like to be remembered for your time here at Drexel, come to 3012 McAllister and fill one out ASAP. You know who you are. Forms will not be accepted after Friday, April 24.

Senior Group Photo in the Main Building 1:pm, April 28.
**Weekly Crossword**

**Across**
1. Mr. Waller
5. Type of energy
10. Football no no
14. Piano keys
15. Prior to
16. Sonnets House
17. Duke & Family
19. Italian wine region
20. Airline
21. Jazz pianist Oscar
26. Half: Prefix
27. Drench
30. Studies the book
32. Map part
36. Make-believe
38. Pilots
39. Queen
40. Musical
42. Scarlet's home
43. Prior to
45. Angel
47. Big Band platform
48. Modify
49. Poet's word for again & again
50. Metho or prop follower
52. Spanish minerals
54. Inundations
58. Jazz trumpeter Miles
60. Was indebted to
61. Concordes
64. Missing in action: Abv.
70. Retirement funds

**Down**
1. Provide sustenance
2. Qualified
3. Highway fee
4. Fits of pique
5. Bones
6. Poet's word for again & again
7. Chicago landmark
8. Actor James
9. Stay French
10. Jazz licorice sticks
11. Poet's word for again & again
12. Division word
13. Aches partner
14. Mother-of-pearl
15. Give off
16. Bark
17. Self addressed stamped envelopes: abv.
18. Bases
19. Musical
20. Believe it ___
21. Comes before "GON" and "TEUCH"
22. Land
24. Mistake
25. Between us
26. Latin's "he was"
27. Latin's "he was"
28. Lucifer
30. Mistake
31. Lucifer
32. Latin's "he was"
33. Multi
34. Multi
35. Roman garment
36. British poet Wilfred
37. Jazz trombonist Jack
38. Dissect
39. Biblical to
40. Multi
41. Biblical to
42. Scarlet's home
43. Circular junction
44. Multi
45. Angel
46. Rot
47. Big Band platform
48. Modify
49. Poet's word for again & again
50. Metho or prop follower
52. Spanish minerals
54. Inundations
58. Jazz trumpeter Miles
60. Was indebted to
61. Concordes
64. Missing in action: Abv.

**The Wailing Wall**

**Bottom 8 Drexel Tongue Twisters**

8. Breslin's Big Bodacious Burgundy-Black Bowtie
7. Eighty Enlightened Engineers Eating Eggplant
6. Jesus Juggles Jane's Jiggling Jugs
5. Only Original Origami Outlives OSI
4. Satan Scraps Silly Statements, So Submit
3. Quixotic Quad Quitters
2. Drum Roll Please: STUDENT CONGRESS SUCKS
1. Horny Humorous Hungers Happy Humanitarian
Hints:
- wet dirt → T
- dry mud → TEUO

Last Week's Solution:
Men always fall for frigid women because they put on the best show.

Last Week's Crossword

"A Wilde Line"

- H A ! ! ! So how do you feel about the show you watched pop-
- And don't think I can't beea-
- CO! That's what -
- Wow!

- This is it. I'm going to kill him. I'm going to kill him.
- K!
- I'm tired of your crap, man. You're going.
- Got it?

- Now that's odd... why do I have this sudden urge to call my insurance company?
- He's been here, he's been here, he's been here...
- Hey, have you ever been to here before?
- But think this through, Sick... Mr. K isn't going to let you kill him. So if you can't kill K, who can you?

- Oh, this is of men. This is it. Everyone is going to die..

Howie Mandel

TOM • DANCING BUG PRESENTS

NORTHERN EXPOSURE

Join people from across the nation in following the show that made "CBS Monday Nights the Most Popular Night of Network TV. Get behind-the-scenes info! Find out more about your favorite characters in the newsletter.

Write to:
An Oasis
P.O. Box 42433
Philadelphia, PA 19101

* Neighborhood News Service
Lerner Court Apartments
3409-15 Race St.
Modern Apts. — 1, 2, 3, & 4 bdrm.
Drexel's Best Off-Campus Housing
CA/carp/gas heat/excellent location/great security.
Call...886-9999 or 387-8686

Old and New
Spacious and Cozy
Victorian and Contemporary

Where Students Want To Live
Uncommonly Beautiful
Historical Powelton Village
Just 3 Minutes from Drexel campus — Convenient to Penn

Enjoy Benefits from Group Living
ECONOMY — More Features, More Affordable
COMFORT — Living With Greater SECURITY — During Co-op Cycles

3-4 Bedroom Townhouse Style Apts

Modern Kitchens + Bathrooms
Washer + Dryer in 2nd Floor
Security Systems
Multiple Telephone Capability

for June and September

THE CARING COMMUNITY FOR YOUNG STUDENTS

— West Village —
Rental Office
1301 Powelton Ave. Phone (215) 387-1314

Franklin Rentals 382-RENT

Houses and Apts. Rents starting at $375,
includes heat and hot water.

NEW AGE REALTY
3301 Powelton Ave. 387-1002
**For Sale**

- Additional games: Super Mario 2, $25; Super Two.
- Macintosh 4 MB RAM, 128K Ext. Drive, $210; Mac Plus, Mac 128, 800K Ext. Drive, 2400 Modem. Call Dave at (609) 427-1887.
- Travel, P.O. Box 430780, Philadelphia, PA. For information call (609) 866-0654 any time.
- Non-smoking, traditional restoration at reasonable cost. Call Susan between 11 am and 5 pm.
- Fast fundraising program Features; handsome, maitainable, turn on to $1000 in your first week. For information call 215-414-4931 for free booklet.
- Stelina Baskets Available for federal or state purchase. Basket $5 enclosed for details.
- Free WIPING TECHNICIAN. Call now (923) 504-0785. Cost: $900.
- Valentine's Day 60" gelator amplifier. Great condition.$450. Call 753-7156.

**Help Wanted**

- Mac Plus LC for Sale ($180 to $250;expander, 14 is KNIGHTS-92, 4 MB RAM, 40 MB hard drive, $25 redeemable. Call 386-9443.
- Large desk for sale. Ideal for a computer user. Different sizes to choose from. Call 753-3500.
- Classified SEsst. needed for local paper. Must have a personality and be able to work. Pay is $250 negotiable. Call (609) 227-3952.
- NAPS wanted, no smoking, good pay. Call 563-4410.

**Help Wanted - Full Time**

- Graduating and want to get rid of this computer? Tell me Macintosh computers 8800 color and dual plus with $1000 encourage with $500.
- Videogame engineer for Sony. Earnings $70,000. Pint. Come talk to me. "Give me freebies for your info.
- Need Money for College in June. Work for free Information booklet. (923) 594-0785.
- Ail customers! We have a limited supply of $10 off coupons on this month's issue of the Triangle. Call 225-0974 for a free quote anytime.

**Help Wanted - Part Time**

- We'll Just Party at your place for a weekend. Keep your hands off my scrobbin' bubble! I promise not to worry, just don't give me cause. Love you and I'll always be here. Luv Ya Lou.
- Full-time Secretaries needed to work in the office of the Office of the Dean of Students, Student Center, Room 219. Applications must be returned to the Office of the Dean of Students, Student Center, Room 219 by May 21 in order to be considered. Call 238-2301.

**Open Hand Graphics**

**Persons**

- Aikido - Adam says "I". I didn't know what character was.
- Merlin - Friends, please tell me what happened Monday. What a shock to find a funk together none the less.

**Announcements**

- The Drexel University Karate Club Women & Men are interested in learning traditional Japanese karate techniques. Experience is not necessary. Practice is held Tuesday and Thursday evenings. "Break in the Mold." If you want to compete or simply wish to stay in shape and get into shape we'll be there. We'll just party at your place for a weekend. Call 225-0974 for a free quote anytime.

**Help Wanted**

- Free WIPING TECHNICIAN. Call now (923) 504-0785. Cost: $900. Call Susan between 11 am and 5 pm.

**Persons**


**Help Wanted**

- Family looking for an au pair. Contact Distribution Service, Sorority. Come meet us! Every evening. Please see Fr. Brinkman or call (609) 866-0654 any time.

**Persons**

- Work Study Students are needed at the Campus Work Study Office at the University. All Beliefs included.
- Aikido - Adam says "I". I didn't know what character was.
- Merlin - Friends, please tell me what happened Monday. What a shock to find a funk together none the less.
Hello! Let me take a moment to introduce myself. My name is Robyn Gershenoff and I am running for the position of President of the Student Body. This position holds great importance, because as President I would be representing not only the other 34 elected members of Student Congress but the thousands of students that make up the "Student Body.”

I bet you are wondering what qualifications I have to hold such an influential position. I have served on Congress for the last 18 months. First holding the position of Student Vice President for Student Life and most recently holding the position of Speaker of the House. Both positions have given me the opportunity to learn what it takes to be President. By holding the position of Speaker of the House I was able to work with my counterpart to see how the administration works. I was able to attend Board of Trustees Student Life Committee meetings as I had the opportunity to network and see what the Board could do for the students. As Speaker of the House, I was Chairperson of the Election Committee and the Constitution Revision Committee. With this position I became one of the co-authors of the current constitution, which has made me very knowledgeable with its contents. I also currently attend the Faculty Senate Meetings which gives me the opportunity to work with the Faculty and see what their needs are and how we can benefit each other within the system. By holding various positions in other organizations throughout the University, I have gained insight from fellow students on the adjustments they would like to see take place at Drexel.

Now, that I’ve told you what my qualifications are, let me tell you the idea I have to make the 1992-93 Congress the best one yet. My main goal is to have the students work together and have the members of Congress be representative of the Student Body as a whole. The best way to do this is through improving our organization. With the current Student Congress’s approval of a newsletter, we would let the students know what Congress is doing, what our goals are, and what the administration is doing to help the students. This would also give the students an opportunity to make us aware of their concerns. I would like to see more involvement with the administrators and students so decisions won’t be made for us, for our benefit, without our knowledge. I would also like to encourage more students to become involved, not just the select few holding elected positions. Meetings should be publicized, so that students are aware of the business that will be discussed before the vote actually takes place. This way the students that are interested can attend the meeting before the vote takes place rather than afterwards.

Lastly, I would like to say that Student Congress is for ALL the students. By involving as many students as possible to work for the Student Body that would make Drexel University a place where people are proud to say they spent the best 4 or 5 or 6 years of their life.

Thanks for your time. Please... Don’t forget to vote April 21 and 22.

The true life of a student government comes from the students, not the officers. Even in this election, for their joy of power, a few officers are running on their own limitations. I will, however, let the members of the new Congress handle these issues. I believe in teamwork and the philosophy of doing things right the first time. I hope we will all realize that the student government is made of 7,000 students, not 30 Congress members. The true life of this student government comes from the students, not the officers.

S. Sean Zheng

My name is Sean Zheng. I am asking for your support in reforming our student government here at Drexel. I am running for President of Student Body. My service in the Congress started in January and ended in December of 1991. Before then, I was the Secretary of Phi Eta Sigma National Honor Society. Since last December, I have been the Vice President of office work. For the past three years, I have heard a lot about student government from several different angles.

As President, I want to establish a true democratic governing body which will promote respect and cooperation among the student organization. The best way to do this is through a proposal for this reform — the new government will be built upon the understanding of the fundamental rights of the student, and upon honesty, and good will.

You may have read a few of my articles published recently in The Triangle, which were prompted by the usual events that took place in Student Congress. I fully support the basic goals of the current Congress, however, the methods that the leadership in Congress has used to achieve these goals are often destructive and sometimes unjust.

I believe the cause of the steady occurrence of communal issues and problems involving Congress lies within its constitution. Only a reform of the student government itself will correct these problems and prevent them from occurring again. I propose to establish a democratic governing body with built-in checks and balances between its major components.

The new student governments will be run according to clear and thorough guidelines which are made in accordance with a new Constitution of the Student Body of Drexel University. The Executive Branch of the government will be totally separated from legislation, namely the Congress. The Judicial Branch will not only decide on civil judicial cases, but will also oversee the ethical conduct of all officers.

The new student government will unite the student-run organizations through mutual partnership instead of force, so that better and bigger campus activities will start to appear. The officers and their responsibilities will be clearly defined. The new officers will, therefore, quickly gain their experiences by performing their duties. The new student government will also ensure full representation of the student body on all levels of the school’s administration. From the Board of Trustees to each of the colleges, student representatives will be sent to all related committees and meetings.

I will also personally assist the Office of Dean of Students and OSIR to adopt a modified transcript format, which will include a student’s record of honorary awards and activities in students organizations. I will also ensure full representation of the student body on all levels of the school’s administration. From the Board of Trustees to each of the colleges, student representatives will be sent to all related committees and meetings.

I am fully aware of the diversity among our community. I am also well informed on the ongoing academic and administrative issues at Drexel. I do not plan to participate in all of these issues, simply because of my own limitations. I will, however, let the members of the new Congress handle these issues. I believe in teamwork and the philosophy of doing things right the first time. I hope we all realize that the student government is made of 7,000 students, not 30 Congress members.

Lastly, I feel very much exhausted after each confrontation with the current leadership of Congress. These few officers have routinely abused their power this past year. They spoke of good intentions, but frequently acted upon personal interests. They have repeatedly silenced and discouraged other students’ pleas for justice. As a recent Congress meeting, the current President asked me if I wanted to "keep the Greek system, instead of our half-culture and experiences, to win his election. Even in this election, for their joy of power, a few officers are still intentionally orchestrating the elections by creating unnecessary conflict between independent candidates and Greek members.

I asked myself whether this battle against corruption and injustice was worth fighting, especially when it seemed hopeless. Yet, I still believe that people want honesty, justice, and respect; people will rise to defend their basic rights. Therefore, I am running for the President of Student Body and I am asking each of you to stand by your rights and what you believe in. Without our actions, we stand to lose much more of our rights to speak or our right to self-determination.

Please vote on April 21 & 22, use your own judgment, and don’t throw away your rights.

In response to the needs of women in Philadelphia, Presbyterian Medical Center is proud to welcome The Women's Group, an all-female group practice of obstetricians and gynecologists in University City

Philadelphia Medical Center
215-662-9674
Dragons beat Owls

JOHN VAN NESS

Sports Writer

The Dragons broke out with runs in the third and fourth inning Tuesday to overcome a 5-0 deficit and beat Temple University for the first time in over 40 years. The final score was 16-6.

The win was an important one for Drexel because it stopped a five-game losing streak that put the season record under the .500 level.

"We needed it [the win] for our confidence because it was low after Saturday," said Head Coach Don Maines. "From the standpoint of getting our confidence back, that was a must win for us.

Drexel's confidence level was low after losing 7-2 to La Salle last Thursday and being swept in a four-game series with Northeastern over the weekend (5-4, 3-1, 2-0, 9-1).

The Dragons turned it around against Temple with a combination of strong pitching and even stronger hitting. Starting pitcher Rob Putnam gave up all six of his runs in the first two innings but then found his groove and pitched four scoreless frames.

"I was nervous the first two innings and he [Putnam] was too," said Maines. "He settled down and shut them down. When he was warming up in the bullpen before the game he had a knuckle-curve that was sharp but when he got out to the mound it [kuckle-curve] was not working so he was working on two pitches, the changeup and the fastball."

Putnam was relieved by Jerry Doyle, who closed out the game with a double down the right field line.

The offensive attack for the Dragons consisted of 20 hits, five of which were home runs. Second baseman Jim McNally fueled the attack by going 3-5 with two roundtrippers, four RBIs and two local bases. Carmen Quartapella went 3-4 with a homer and three RBIs and John Roberts was 3-4 with a home run and an RBI. Ed Burton, who was 2-6 in the game with three RBIs, hit the fifth home run for the Dragons.

"One of the advantages about our field ... if you can find the gap you can run forever and that's what all of them were except for Ed and John's," said Maines. "If you hit a long Canesco type home run the guys are just going to get under it."

After falling behind 6-1 in two innings, the Dragons re-posed by scoring five runs in the third and fourth innings of striking out pitching Stephen Meloy.

The third inning really started with a blast to center field off the bat of Roberts. Center fielder Rob Geddes followed by singling up the middle and stealing second. Geddes moved to third on a throwing error and scored on a sacrifice fly on center.

Felix Donato then reached base on a walk and John Shafer kept the inning going with a burn single. Quartapella then highlighted the inning with a three-run homer which tied the game 6-6 and chased Meloy.

"[Quartapella] is just amazing the ball," Maines said. "He's going to see the majority of playing time at third base."

Temple's Mike Crane managed to get the last out of the inning after giving up a single to John Shannon. However, in the next inning, Crane, who picked up the loss, proved to be ineffective, lasting only two-thirds of an inning and allowing two runs.

Roberts led off the inning again and promptly sliced a double down the right field line. Geddes moved over to third with a slow grounder to short. Burke followed with a double to drive in Roberts and then Crane to the bench. Frank Rauchserer relieved Crane and yielded a two-run homer to McNesby.

"We had moved Jimmy from the three spot to the two spot," said Maines. "I could tell by the expression on his face that he was a little surprised but he adjusted well. I told him he would see more fastballs in the two spot."

Two singles and a walk loaded the bases for Shannon, who drew a walk bringing home the tenth Drexel run. Bryan Caballero drove in the final run of the inning with a sacrifice fly to center.

Temple took the lead in the first inning when Jay Madura led off with a home run. Putnam retired the second batter but gave up a single to Rob Higgens and walked Clay White.

Higgens was caught stealing for the second out of the inning but Dan Hoppel singled to left to drive in White, giving Temple a 2-0 lead.

Drexel added more four runs in the second inning when Jamie Dimond singled to center and Madaus hit a bloop single to center. Bryce Kaufman reached on an error allowing Dimond to score and then Higgens cleared the bases with a three-run blast to right.

Drexel will host a four game home stand against Hartford University this weekend. Saturday's double header starts at 1:00 p.m. and Sunday's game is under way at 12:00 noon.

The Drexel baseball team broke a five-game losing streak with a 16-6 win over Temple on Tuesday. The win was the first Drexel victory over Temple in 40 years.

David Wolinsky
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SPORTS IN BRIEFS

HARFORD CLAIMS NAC GOLF TITLE

Junior Joe Veneziano claimed medalist honors to lead the University of Hartford to the North Atlantic Conference men's golf title at Ellington Country Club in Ellington, Connecticut, on Tuesday.

Hartford bested runner-up Delaware by 10 strokes. New Hampshire was 16 shots behind in third place, and Northeastern and Maine rounded out the top five. Drexel came in at seventh, three strokes ahead of Vermont and seven behind Boston University.

Veneziano, who shot a two-day total of 137, won the individual competition by eight strokes over Dave McCrystal of Delaware. Hartford's Steve Bugg was third, followed by Boston University's Paxton Song. Five golfers tied for fifth place. This was the second major title in four days for Veneziano, who captured the title at the prestigious Yale Invitational last Saturday.

BOSTON leads in RUN for COMMISSIONER'S CUP

Boston University, following the recently completed winter sports season, has maintained its lead in the competition for the 1991-92 Commissioner's Cup in the North Atlantic Conference.

Boston has amassed 93 points in the race for league all-sports trophy, but Vermont, with its championship efforts in women's basketball, now trails the defending champion by only eight points (91). Delaware, champions in men's basketball, has 110 points. Boston picked up championships in women's swimming and men's indoor track. Other winter champions were Drexel in men's swimming and Northeastern in men's indoor track. New Hampshire is in fourth place with 155 points, Maine fifth at 134, Northeastern sixth at 126, Drexel seventh at 125, and Hartford eighth at 96.

In the fall season, Boston won 10 championships in men's cross country, field hockey, men's soccer, and women's tennis; and tied with Delaware for the women's cross-country crown. Hartford captured the men's soccer championship and Drexel took the women's volleyball title.

The NAC sponsors championships in 20 sports. Spring competition is taking place in baseball, golf, lacrosse, softball, men's and women's outdoor track. Boston earned the Commissioner's Cup in 1989-90, as well as in the 1988 season. The NAC annually awards the Commissioner's Cup to the institution whose teams compile the strongest record in all conference championship programs.

REGISTRATION BEGINS FOR KEYSTONE STATE SUMMER GAMES

Registration for the 1992 Keystone State Summer Games began April 1 as the Keystone State Games are designed to promote good health and physical fitness and are for all ages of Pennsylvanians with amateur athletic ability.

Twenty-seven sports will be offered this year for athletes to test their skills and be awarded with gold, silver and bronze medals. Regional tryouts and tryouts for some sports will be held throughout the Commonwealth from April through June. The final competition for all 27 sports will take place in the Allentown, Bethlehem and Easton areas August 5-9, 1992.

Entry booklets containing registration forms and information on sports offered, eligibility, tryouts, etc., are available by calling 717-223-3666 or 1-800-445-4559 from 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. weekdays or writing to Keystone State Games, Inc., 31 S. Hancock St., Wilkes- Barre, PA 18702.

Nearly 13,000 athletes competed in the Summer Games last year. Participation in the finals tripled from 2,100 athletes in 1992 to 6,500 in 1991. Over 6,600 finalists are expected to compete in the 1992 Summer Games. Major sponsors include Bell of Pennsylvania, Bell Atlantic, the U.S. Olympic Committee, the Pennsylvania Sports Congress, and the Pennsylvania Department of Education, the cities of Allentown, Bethlehem and Easton, and Westinghouse.

Athletes in all sports will compete for Olympic-type medals at the final competition. This year marks the eleventh annual year of the Summer Games, and the last year the final competition will be held in the Lehigh Valley. The finals will be held in a different metropolitan area every three years.

THE ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES PRESENTS

DR. PAUL EHRlich,
the acclaimed author and outspoken conservationist

will lecture on
"Populations, Resources and Environment: Where Do We Stand Now?"


The Academy of Natural Sciences on Logan Square
Reception 5:15 p.m., Lecture 6:15 p.m.
Cost: Members $6.00, Non-Members $7.00, Students $5.00.
For ticket info call 215-299-1647 or pay at the door.
Sailors compete at Naval Academy

GREGORY J. PETFY
SPECIAL TO THE TRAVELER

On April 4 and 5, the Sailing Team competed in the Dinghy Invitational at the U.S. Naval Academy in Annapolis, Maryland. Twenty teams were scheduled to compete in 420 and F10 sailboats.

Both the A and B divisions were able to race at the same time since the Naval Academy has thirty-two and twenty F10 sailboats. A total of eighteen races were completed in each division.

Drexel's division A team consisted of Helmsman Brett Geisel and crew Arland Knipe and division B consisted of Arland Knipe and crew Brian Preston.

The winds on Saturday were steady and quite strong, but on the south end of the course there was an occasional long downwind. Racing was able to begin at 11:00 a.m. The oldest division was scheduled to begin racing at 11:00 a.m.

The winds were steady and quite strong on the south end of the course. By 1:00 p.m., all races were completed and scores were recorded. The winds were steady and quite strong during the day. Racing was able to begin at 11:00 a.m. The oldest division was scheduled to begin racing at 11:00 a.m.

The winds were steady and quite strong on the south end of the course. By 1:00 p.m., all races were completed and scores were recorded. The winds were steady and quite strong during the day. Racing was able to begin at 11:00 a.m. The oldest division was scheduled to begin racing at 11:00 a.m.

Recent Results

Baseball
4/4, Drexel 1, Old Dominion 5
4/5, Old Dominion 4, Drexel 2
4/6, Hofstra 1, Drexel 0
4/7, La Salle 7, Drexel 2
4/8, Chestnut 0, Drexel 9
4/10, La Salle 4, Drexel 7
4/11, Drexel 10, Rutgers 0

Women's Lacrosse
4/4, Drexel 4, Drexel 3
4/5, Rutgers 7, Drexel 0
4/6, La Salle 6, Drexel 2
4/10, Drexel 4, Temple 3
4/11, Drexel 7, Penn 4

Men's Tennis
4/4, Drexel 7, Wisconsin 6

This Week's Schedule

Thursday, April 16
Lacrosse (W), Georgetown, 4:00 p.m.
Friday, April 17
Softball, Hofstra, 1:00 p.m.
Saturday, April 18
Baseball, Hofstra, 1:00 p.m.
Lacrosse (W), Drexel, 1:00 p.m.
Lacrosse (M), Lafayette, 3:30 p.m.
Crew, Murphy Cup Regatta, 1:00-3:30 p.m.
Sunday, April 19
Baseball, Hartford, 1:00 p.m.
Tuesday, April 21
Baseball, Temple, 1:00 p.m.
Softball, Rutgers, 3:30 p.m.
Tennis (M), Lehigh, 3:30 p.m.
Wednesday, April 22
Softball, Delaware, 3:00 p.m.
Lacrosse (W), Lehigh, 3:00 p.m.
Thursday, April 23
Baseball, Villanova, 3:00 p.m.
Lacrosse (W), Drexel, 3:00 p.m.
Lacrosse (M), Holy Cross, 2:00 p.m.
Crew, Murphy Cup Regatta, 1:00-3:30 p.m.
Friday, April 24
Baseball, La Salle, 1:00 p.m.
Softball, Delaware, 3:00 p.m.
Lacrosse (W), Drexel, 3:00 p.m.
Lacrosse (M), Lafayette, 3:30 p.m.
Crew, Murphy Cup Regatta, 1:00-3:30 p.m.
Saturday, April 25
Baseball, Villanova, 3:00 p.m.
Tennis (M), Lehigh, 3:00 p.m.
Tennis (W), Lehigh, 3:00 p.m.
Baseball, Delaware, 3:00 p.m.

The winds on Sunday started out at 20 knots and increased to a steady 25 knots from the north. Drexel's division A posted very consistent scores of 5-5-7-6-6-4-4-6 on Saturday.

The Drexel Softball team has games at home against Hofstra, Delaware, and Towson State, and a visit to Maine this week. See the schedule below for game times and dates.
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Crew opens with promising spring